Abstract. We apply ideas of non-commutative geometry to reformulate the classical and quantum mechanics of a particle moving on a homogeneous spacetime. The reformulation maintains an interesting symmetry between observables and states in the form of a Hopf algebra structure. In the simplest example both the dynamics and quantum mechanics are completely determined by the Hopf algebra consideration.
Introduction and preliminaries
This paper represents a new proposal towards a solidly based theory of quantum mechanics combined with gravity, including a simple one-space-dimensional toy model that has been worked out in some detail. In this model there is an interesting symmetry or duality that interchanges the algebraic structure corresponding to quantum mechanics with that corresponding to curvature on phase space. Forces which may be interpreted as spacetime geodesic deviation or gravity arise indirectly from the interaction of these two structures.
It is well known that these two regimes of our laws of physics, the microscopic and the macroscopic, are mutually incompatible. When the gravitational field is strong, our understanding of quantum mechanics breaks down-one can make some sense of it, as the famous work of Hawking showed, but the results are partial. Worse still, on a sub-microscopic scale where quantum effects are significant our very notion of phase space geometry (and of spacetime geometry) breaks down, leading to various conjectures about the 'foam-like structure of spacetime' at such small scales. The early universe is such a situation where our understanding of physics breaks down.
The first step in the paper is to point out that just as quantum mechanics is traditionally expressed in terms of abstract algebra, since the pioneering works of Heisenberg, Dirac and von Neumann, so too in fact can the geometry of the simplest curved spaces be formulated entirely in terms of abstract algebra, or more precisely, 
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co-algebra as will be explained below. The advantage of this mathematical tradition of algebraic geometry is that it does away with any reference to the intuitive and restrictive notions of phase space or of spacetime altogether. In this algebraic language it does not matter if there is no such underlying space, as there is not when we approach the Planck scale so that quantum effects are significant.
For example, in the simplest case the classical phase space X has a group structure. This can be expressed entirely algebraically in terms of the commutative algebra of observables C ( X ) , as a Hopf algebra structure. When the classical system is quantised the algebra of observables becomes non-commutative and this corresponds physically to the fact that there is no longer any underlying phase space ( p , q are not simultaneously measurable due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle). However, we can still carry on doing geometry in terms of the Hopf algebra structure, even though the algebra is non-commutative so that it cannot be the algebra of functions on any actual space. This is the philosophy of non-commutative geometry. It is described in detail in § 1.1. The problem has always been that very few examples of Hopf algebras of sufficiently general type have been known.
These ideas lead to a new, Hopf algebraic, reformulation of the quantum mechanics of a particle moving on the simplest curved spacetimes, the homogeneous spacetimes. It describes both the test particle dynamics and compatibility equations for the spacetime structure in which it moves. The reformulation is described in § 2. The role of preserving a Poisson bracket structure on phase space as commutators is replaced by a general semidirect product construction. Instead, phase space enters in the requirement to retain a group structure on phase space, in the sense of non-commutative geometry, and this leads to the compatibility equations on the background spacetime metric.
Note that this is conceptually much weaker than actually specifying the algebra commutation relations, as is usually done. Nevertheless, these general features in one space dimension turn out to determine the algebra-co-algebra structures uniquely up to two free parameters, A and B. This is described in § 3.
A detailed description and physical interpretation of this algebra-co-algebra KAB is the goal of this paper. It enables us in 8 4 to identify the parameters A and B in terms of h and G, the gravitational coupling constant. K A B describes neither familiar flat-space quantum mechanics nor a familiar gravitational situation-except in one singular limit of the parameters when it reduces to a quantum mechanics algebra, and another limit when it corresponds to a curved phase space, which we argue is also a general guide to the scale of spacetime curvature in more realistic models. This toy model represents the simplest example of the new algebraic approach to quantum mechanics combined with gravity. Similar examples are known, associated with each compact Lie group and with several non-compact groups.
One problem in writing this paper has been that, while we are proposing a new class of models of closed physical systems, the concepts and ideas that we need are quite abstract so that we are forced to adopt a mathematical tone-simply because more rough and ready terms are not already in usage. Yet this is not a mathematics paper-the new mathematics that is needed is merely quoted from separate pure mathematics papers [l, 21 and [3, ch 31.
The compatibility equations mentioned above reduce in a suitable context to the classical Yang-Baxter equations [ l , § 41 . These-and Hopf algebras-have been known for some time in connection with integrable quantum systems [4]-for example, in connection with string theory on group manifolds. One should therefore be able to understand, via Hopf algebras and Yang-Baxter, the more old-fashioned physical picture of this paper perhaps as the particle spectrum of these integrable systems. Non-commutative geometry was also speculated to be related to strings in [5].
Non-commutative (algebraic) geometry: co-algebras and co-products
Let X be a locally compact topological space. In our models it is the classical phase space of a particle. C ( X ) denotes the algebra of complex-valued continuous functions on X that vanish at infinity. It is defined with pointwise multiplication and is commutative. It has an adjoint or * operation given by pointwise complex conjugation and a norm. The self-adjoint elements are the classical observables. A normed algebra with a compatible * operation is called a C" algebra. A theorm of Gelfand and Naimark asserts that every commutative C" algebra A may be written in the form A = C ( X ) for some uniquely determined space X (called the spectrum space of A ) . Explicitly, X = A the space of non-trivial irreducible C" algebra representations of A with a natural topology (the weak* topology).
These maps provide an anti-equivalence between the category of locally compact spaces and the category of commutative C* algebras. This means that every construction on the space X can be formulated equivalently in terms of the algebra A = C ( X ) . In this way the concepts of integration on X , manifold structure on X , vectors, forms, etc, have all been expressed in terms of A. The advantage is that in this algebraic language many of these structures still make sense for more general algebras or even rings (i.e. replacing C , by Z). This is the direction of algebraic geometry. A particular direction is to allow A to become non-commutative, as happens in quantisation. Then A is therefore no longer the algebra of functions on anything, but many algebraic constructions still go through in the non-commutative case, as if there were an underlying space, called a non-commutative space [ 6 , 7 ] .
In the case when the geometric structure that we would like to put on X is particularly simple, namely that of a group as in the introduction, then there is a particularly simple way to do this which is familiar in algebraic geometry but which still makes sense when the algebra is non-commutative. Thus on the linear space A = C ( X ) , when X is a group, the group structure is contained in the co-product map,
(1)
Here we have identified C ( X ) O C ( X ) = C ( X x X ) .
That the group operation is associative is now the property of co-associativity of A, namely that A gives the same result by the two routes. Here 1 denotes the linear identity map. The co-product is a way of 'unmultiplying' or sharing out an element of A, and coassociativity is the equality of different ways of sharing out a given element. In the example (1) it is equivalent to associativity of the group product.
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In addition there is also a co-unit
where the fact that e is the unit of X is expressed in the property of co-unitarity, namely that gives the same result. These diagrammatic identities can be expressed succinctly as (1 @ A ) 0 A = ( A @ 1) 0 A and (1 0 E ) 0 A = ( E @ 1) 0 A = 1 respectively, but the diagrammatic definitions make it clear that they are precisely dual to the identities defining an algebra, being obtained by reversing the directions of all the arrows in the definition of associativity and the unit for an algebra. A linear space A with linear maps A, E as above is called a co-algebra ( A , A, E ) . In our case A is also an algebra and it is natural to ask that A and E be compatible with the algebra structure,
E ( 1 ) = 1. When this is so, we say that the algebra-co-algebra A is a Hopf algebra. There is usually also an antipode map corresponding in the example to group inversion. The theorem is that essentially all commutative Hopf algebras are of the form C ( X ) . In the case of non-commutative A the definition of a Hopf algebra still makes sense even though there is no actual group X . Thus in algebraic language one may carry on asking geometrical questions as if such an ' X ' exists. Such Hopf algebras have also been called 'quantum groups' [4] . However, ideas of non-commutative geometry will be used even at the classical level to describe a group structure on phase space in the presence of gravity.
For example, one says that the co-product or the co-algebra A is co-commutative if is the twist map. For the Hopf algebra C ( X ) where X is a group one sees that A is non-co-commutative iff X is non-Abelian. In the Lie group setting this means iff the intrinsic torsion-free connection on X has curvature. This notion of non-co-commutativity also makes sense when A is non-commutative. So, non-co-commutativity plays the role of 'Riemannian curvature on X ' in the more general sense of non-commutative geometry. This concept plays a central role in this paper.
Hopf algebra reformulation of quantum mechanics on homogeneous spacetimes
We now apply the ideas of non-commutative geometry to obtain a general Hopf algebra reformulation of the classical and quantum mechanics of a particle and the spacetime in which it moves. The general ideas discussed in the introduction, and the more specific models described in this section, are needed to provide the necessary mathematical context by which even the simplest toy model is interpreted. We shall emphasise the detailed description of this simplest example and therefore keep the general formalism to a bare minimum.
Classical mechanical system (G,, GZ, a )
The first step is to formulate in purely algebraic terms the classical mechanics of geodesic motion on a Riemannian spacetime manifold. We shall only try to do this for the simplest metrics, namely the class of homogeneous spacetimes. In this case the algebraic formulation is based on classical results of differential geometry which we collect here along with suitable references. Here that a is an action means for each U, U E G1, s E G,, one has a,(s) E G2 and aU(a,(s)) = a,,(s). The assertion of the theorem is that there is a natural metric such that the geodesics through any point so in G2 are of the form 4 7 ) = aexps.t(so)
Here g , denotes the Lie algebra of G , . 
This is well defined because by hypothesis K is non-degenerate on ker a*(s). If we relax the transitivity condition then this does not define a metric on all of TG2.
Physically it means that the particle is constrained to move only in certain directions on G,, namely an orbit of the action a. We can imagine g = a3 in all forbidden directions. If there is a fixed point then the metric is singular there. If we relax the compactness of GI then the metric has indefinite signature or may be degenerate. Relaxing the effectiveness condition is harmless since in any case the map a * ( s ) at each s is not injective; we fixed suitable representatives 6, 6'. Thus, for simplicity, we shall relax all these various conditions. The classical mechanics is simply formulated by the data (G,, G 2 , a ) where GI is a Lie group acting on a manifold G, by an action a. An example is GI = G 2 , a,(s) = us (action by left-translations). In this case the induced metric is the intrinsic metric on G2 [9,vol I, ch IV]. Another example is GI = SU(2) acting as SO(3) on G2 = R3. The induced metric on each S2 orbit is the standard sphere metric and g , is known as 'angular momentum'. But we are not limited to these specific cases; within the restricted class of metrics corresponding to arbitrary choices of a, we shall formulate, algebraically, residual 'gravitational field equations' for a. This is done in 0 2.3. When these equations for a are solved for the example of GI = SU(2) and a suitable G, [2] one does find that the orbits are symmetric spaces as in the second part of the theorem, and hence Einstein. Note that for a closed system such as we are describing, the vacuum stress-energy tensor in Einstein's equation can be expected to be proportional to the metric g. The status of the stress-energy tensor, and of Einstein's equation in the general case, will be taken up elsewhere.
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The theorem can also be applied non-relativistically. The metric referred to is then the spatial metric; the spacetime metric is the direct product of this with the flat metric in the time direction, where time is the spatial geodesic evolution parameter.
Elements of the Lie algebra g , of G I label the geodesics of the classical motion. We therefore call g , the velocity space, or, in the language of geometric quantisation, the momentum observable functions. One may also work globally with G I , the displacement group. G2 is the position space. In geometric quantisation [lo, 99 1.7, 1.101, which may be compared with our formalism in the case G , = G 2 , the classical phase space is T*G2 = g ; x G 2 . The classical algebra of observables is functions on this, but one knows in geometric quantisation that one cannot hope to quantise all of these in such a way as to preserve the canonical Poisson bracket as commutators. Typically, in the vertical polarisation, one just tries to quantise functions on g t x G2
that are linear in g f [lo, 9 1.71, i.e. the restricted space of observables is g 2 0 C ( G 2 ) .
In our formulation the role of the classical phase space is played by g f x G 2 , and the restricted observables are g , 0 C ( G 2 ) . If {e,} is a basis of g , and ( 4 ' ) a coordinate system on G 2 , then the momentum and position observable functions on g f x G2 are
q'(77, 3) = 4 " ( s )
Quantisation as algebra semidirect product C*(G&,C(G,) and relation to Weyl algebras
The second step is to formulate the quantum mechanics algebra of observables, quantising the classical system (G,, G2, a ) in terms of abstract algebra. For this we extend the existing abstract formulation of Segal [ 111 whereby any abstract C" algebra can be considered as the algebra of observables of a quantum system and the positive linear functionals on it as the states. The choice of a special state, (D, the vacuum state, determines a Hilbert space Ho and a concrete representation of the C" algebra as operators on it. This is the G N S construction [ l l , ch VI. We must now formulate the quantisation map that connects the classical system to the quantum algebra of observables. The algebraic formulation that we define is based on classical results of C* algebras which we collect as a theorem along with suitable references. In working with the restricted classical observables g 1 0 C(G,), it is convenient to work with the entire group G I in place of g , . Next, in place of the group G I , we work with the corresponding convolution C" algebra C*(G,). Although the latter can be built from a * algebra of functions on G1 with product given by convolution, it should be thought of as formal linear combinations of points in G , with coefficients in C .
(The functions corresponding to points, U , are (approximations of) the delta functions, S,, on G1 .) This is equivalent because the non-degenerate * algebra representations of C*(G,) are in one-to-one correspondence with the unitary representations of G1 itself [12] .
Thus in the C* algebra framework we define the classical algebra of observables to be C*(G1)O C(G2). We now define the quantum algebra of observables to be the semidirect product.
Theorem 2.2 [12, cf theorem 7.6.41. Let cy be an action of locally compact group GI on locally compact space G2. Let C"(G,) denote the group convolution C" algebra and C ( G 2 ) the function C* algebra. Then there is a unique C* algebra, This is depicted in (commutativity of) the following diagram:
In other words, any solutioE A' of the 'exponentiated canonical commutation relations' (5) is just a representation of C*(G,) K, C(G,). These relations are all that we really wish to achieve by quantisation. The theorem says that C*(Gl) K, C(G,) is the abstract algebra that quantisation seeks to represent abstractly as concrete operators on a Hilbert space. So in our formulation, we get the following definition.
Dejnition 2.3. The universal quantisation of the classical system (GI, G2, a ) is the semidirect product C*(G,) K~ C(G2). The classical algebra of observables is C*(G,)O C(G2) and the abstract quantisation map is the canonical inclusion of C*(G,) and of C(G2) viewed as a linear inclusion C*(Gl)OC(G2)-, C*(G,) K, C ( G 2 ) .
Explicitly C*(Gl) K, C(G2) can be defined as the C* algebra generated by functions K(G,)OC(G2) of compact support on GI and values in C(G,), and the product rule
where dv denotes the left-invariant Haar measure on G,. The corresponding representation is This general framework, within which we shall work, coincides with the usual framework in the case when G, = G2 = V are vector spaces (of which only the Abelian group structure is used) and when a is left-translations. After a Fourier transform in G2 one finds that the semidirect product is isomorphic to the familar Weyl algebra C*( V x e; a ) where U is the canonical co-cycleAon V x 9 [ 131. In this case the classical algebra of observables is C*( V ) O C( V ) 2 : C ( V x V ) and the canonical inclusion map into the semidirect product coincides with the standard quantisation using Weyl algebras. Also in this special linear case the Lie algebra of G, = V coincides with V (the exponential map is the identity) and V* coinciges with the Fourier transform space (for which C*( V) = C ( e)). Then the space V x V coincides with the (momentum, position) phase space. In the general case formulated above, the Fourier transforms are neither possible nor necessary.
Posing the quantisation problem as we have done is in accord with the physical definition that momentum is the generator of displacements, which is all that we really S Majid desire to achieve by quantisation. If K are the components of the inverse Killing form, then one may check that the free particle Hamiltonian H = ( 1 / 2 m ) K " @ , correctly reproduces the classical motion corresponding to the classical system (G, , G2, a ) . For general G1 the role of the Killing form can be played by other suitable bilinear forms on g , . This will be demonstrated in the explicit example in 0 3 where the role of the Killing form is played by the Euclidean metric on R.
Preserving a group structure on phase space: j e l d equations for a
The third step is to formulate the other half of physics, namely 'gravitational field equations', on a. Recall that, in the above formulation of quantum mechanics on a homogeneous spacetime, the role of the metric is played by a. The principle that we take is that in the simplest classical case the phase space X is a group. When G1 is non-Abelian, the classical phase space is still a group in the generalised non-commutative space sense, and we require that quantisation preserve this property.
Thus, if G, is a group then the classical algebra of observables in the above scheme, C * ( G , ) O C(G,), is essentially a Hopf algebra. In fact, it is one of self-dual type. That is, the dual Hopf algebra [8] is the same, but with the roles of GI and G, interchanged. We will suppose in the following that G2 is a group. We now demand of CY that the property of being a Hopf algebra is perserved by quantisation. The physical meaning of this demand is given in 3 4.3.
When we modify the algebra structure by twisting by a as in (6) , we spoil the Hopf algebra compatibility ( 2 ) . The simplest way to restore the Hopf algebra structure is to twist the co-product A also. Thus for the quantum algebra of observables,
, to be a Hopf algebra we need a certain 'back-reaction' p of G, on G , , so that we can define a compatible semidirect co-product co-algebra which we denote C*(G,) >a C(G2). It is defined in an exactly dual way to the semidirect product algebra in theorem 2.2 [14] . Explicitly it is given by
where 8p,-l(u) denotes (an approximation of) a delta function at ps-l(u).
When we take this semidirect co-product co-algebra structure and the previous semidirect product algebra structure, we hope to obtain a bicrossproduct Hopf algebra,
C*(G,)PwaC(G,).
For this a and p have to matched such that ( 2 ) holds. These compatibility conditions are
These equations can be viewed as 'second-order gravitational field equations' for a, with the back-reaction /3 playing the role of an auxiliary field (cf the B field in Maxwell's equations for the electric field). For every solution of these equations we obtain a Hopf algebra which can be understood as the algebra of observables of a quantisation of a particle moving on a homogeneous spacetime.
For example, by exploiting a known solution of the classical Yang-Baxter equations, it has been shown by the author [ 2 ] that there is an example for every compact simply connected Lie group G , , For example, when G1 = S U ( 2 ) the suitable position group is s3+ 1 s1 +is, G2=( y) s = (s,, s2, s3) E R3 s3> -1 and the actions (Y and p have been computed:
where Rot,, is the rotation of R3 corresponding to the standard image in SO(3) of u e S U ( 2 ) and e 3 = ( 0 , 0 , 1). One can check that the orbits of cy in G2, which are reductive homogeneous spaces, are symmetric spaces so that the corresponding spacetime metric is Einstein.
The above compatibility equations play the role in our formalism comparable to Einstein's equations. It is hoped in a future development to make this more precise. Also, one wants to be able to deal a priori with all metrics, not just the class of homogeneous spacetimes. It is hoped that the highly restrictive algebraic formulation of the closed system models above can be generalised to more realistic models. Our goal is to understand the physics of even these simplest toy models before attempting to apply the ideas of non-commutative geometry in full generality.
Even the very simplest model in this class exhibits interesting physics. In this very simplest case, GI = G2 = R, both a and p will be completely determined by the Hopf algebra consideration. We now describe the above formalism in detail for this case. The Hopf algebras of the general case are described in [3].
The simplest example G, = G2 = R
We consider G2 = R, the additive group of reals, the position space for a particle in one space dimension. We shall keep the treatment in this simplest case non-relativistic since this is more familar. For a relativistic treatment one may take G2 = R x R as the spacetime and adapt the formulae below (see 8 4.1). We also take the linear displacement space G, = R. According to § 2.1 the classical algebra of observables is C*(R)OC(R). This is defined with the product rule The classical flat-space motion is given by the classical system (R, R; aleft) where alert (s) = hu + s and h is a dimensionful parameter. Thus the classical flat-space motion is expressed in terms of the linear group structures on the position and displacement groups. Although it does not play a direct physical role, these ?near group st5uctures correspond to a linear group structure on phase space X = R x R . Thus C(R x R) has the Hopf algebra structure given in (1). In our formalism we work with the Fourier transformed C*(R)O C(R) (because this generalises to non-Abelian S Majid displacement groups). In terms of it, the flat phase space group structure is encoded in M u , s; 21, t ) = &(u)f(u, s + t ) V~E K(R)OC(R).
( 1 1 )
Thus the classical algebra of observables is an (approximate) Hopf algebra.
The quantum algebra of obseruables and the classical limit
This subsection will demonstrate that our quantisation scheme correctly quantises the classical system (R, R; a ) . This will make clear the physical meaning of a in our example. When a = aleft, i.e. when the motion is rectilinear, the quantum algebra of observables in our formulation
is isomorphic by Fourier transform on the position space R, to the standard Weyl C* algebra of quantum mechanics on flat space. But in this semidirect product form, we allow a an arbitrary action of the displacement group R on the position group R.
Explicitly, K can be constructed as the C* algebra completion of the * algebra structure on the set K(R)OC(R) of functions of compact support on R with values in C(R), given by along with a suitably modified * operation. In this realisation the abstract quantisation map is just the identity: to quantise a function f in the classical algebra of obseLvables C*(R)OC(R) of compact support, simply view it in K. To find the operator f on a Hilbyt space, corresponding to f; simply compose with a concrete operator representation For example, the Schrodinger representation on (I/ E LZ(G,) is that induced according to the abstract semidirect product property, theorem 2.2, by the representation of GI defined by a and the representation of C(G,) defined by pointwise multiplication. From (7) we obtain of K as a C* algebra.
(3+)(s) = I,, duf(u, S ) + ( K U ( S ) ) f~ K(R)OC(R).
This exponentiated formalism makes sense for non-Abelian GI and avoids the difficulties associated with working rigorously with the p , q commutation relations [ 11, ch IV]. If one understands that these must be suitably approximated by smooth functions, then their quantisation in the Schrodinger representation is the following. As elements of C*(R)O C(R) the momentum coordinate function is the differential at t = 0 of aexp , , , ( U), where e , is a basis of the translation group Lie algebra. In our case G, = G, = R (the additive group). We take basis e, = a/au for g , and the exponential map from g , to GI is the identity. For coordinates q on G, we also take the identity, q ( s ) = s. Then one obtains:
As explained below theorem 2.2, in the special case G , = G2 = V a linear space and a as in equation (12), one can Fouzier transform to the usual Weyl algebra. In terms of this, the classical phase space is R x R, the momentum and coordinate functions are When these are approximated by suitable smooth functions and Fourier transformed to K(R)OC(R), one may check that one obtains the same result as above.
P ( T , s)
In any representation, the resulting commutation relations can be read off from theorem 2.2. In terms of Hermitian 3, 4, they are
The time evolution with free Hamiltonian H =fi2/2m is defined by
Hence to lowest order in the commutator the free motion of wavepackets is for motion through qo at t = 0 and initial velocity determined by p / mh. Ordinarily, time evolution is described by a, the left-action being generated by the momentum operator, 3, and a Hamiltonian of the form H = B2/2m + V ( 6 ) . Therefore, working with more general a is an algebraic substitute for modifying the Hamiltonian. The quantisation scheme in the framework of theorem 2.2 along with H = t 2 / 2 m correctly reproduces the classical motion of the classical system (R, R, a ) in the framework of theorem 2.1 (in a relativistic formulation t would be interpreted as proper time). Thus we have verified that the action a has the physical significance, classically and quantum mechanically, of encoding the dynamical evolution.
The group structure k b X R on phase space
According to the ideas of § 2.3, we require that the algebra of observables K still have a Hopf algebra structure on quantisation. This necessitates the introduction of a back-reaction p. In this section we shall verify the physical significance of p.
The classical co-product A given in ( 1 1 ) is no longer compatible with the algebra K in the quantum case where K = C*(R) K, C(R). The source of the problem is the twisting by a. As formulated in § 2.3, this is fixed by twisting the co-product by an action p of the position group R back on the displacement group R, matched in such a way as to restore compatibility. The new co-algebra ( K , A) is the semidirect coproduct, denoted C*(R) p x] C(R). Explicitly, it is from which we see that the introduction of p makes the co-product non-co-commutative.
To verify the physical significance of this co-product structure let us first consider the case that turns out to be compatible with trivial a :
where B is a real parameter. In this case it is possible to Fourier transform to phase space:
where X = k j > a R is the non-Abelian Lie group structure on E$ x [w defined by (r, S ) ( P , t ) = ( T + E J P ) , s + t ) .
Here bs(7r) = e-sB7r is the action on k obtained by Fourier transforming the given action on R. The physical significance of the co-product in this case is that it encodes a group structure on the phase space X . It is non-co-commutative precisely because the group is non-Abelian, and this in turn is precisely because the intrinsic connection on it has Riemannian curvature. Therefore the physical significance of p is that it introduces curvature on phase space.
To quantify this, it is necessary to compute the connection, curvature, and (preferably) a metric on this group in terms of the data p. and pA(0) = 1 since /? is an action).
The Lie algebra structure among these is and the intrinsic connection [9, vol I, ch IV] therefore has curvature tensor In particular, we obtain which is the only independent component of the curvature, the others being obtained by symmetries.
There is in fact no non-degenerate metric giving a Levi-Cevita connection with this connection and curvature, but one may be specified as the limit A + 0 of Riemannian metrics g ( * ) with line element
The case when cy is trivial and p is of the form in the example (14) just given does result in a Hopf algebra. It is Hopf algebra isomorphic by Fourier transform to C(k p>a R). This is an example of the general fact that the category of commutative Hopf algebras is essentially anti-equivalent t? the category of groups. The group in the example is the curved phase space X = R p>a R. According to the philosophy of non-commutative geometry stated in the introduction, we therefore ask if the Hopf algebra structure can still be defined in the quantised case when cy is non-trivial so that K is non-commutative as an algebra, and therefore not functions on anything. If we think of it as functions on something, that something is a 'non-commutative space' as explained in the introduction.
Indeed, the co-algebra structure makes sense for an arbitrary action p of the position group on the displacement group. We therefore now consider more general actions p and continue to denote the resulting semidirect co-product co-algebra by C*(R) @>a C(R). It has to be chosen to match the choice of cy. We have thus verified the physical meaning of general cy in § 3.1 and of suitable p, in the language of non-commutative geometry, in this section. The introduction of p was necessitated by the desire to maintain a Hopf algebra structure on K, and for this cy and p must be suitably matched.
Solution of the compatibility equations KAB
To complete the model, it remains to match cy and p. According to 0 2.3, this means that cy and p must satisfy the pair of cross-coupled first-order differential equations:
-s ( u ) + P --L 2~. ( S ) ( U ) .
The general solution of this, which is twice-differentiable in a neighbourhood of the origin in R x R, is a two-parameter family [ These solutions do not technically extend to all of R x R due to logarithmic singularities. The problem arises from the non-compactness of GI and G2 and is absent if one of these is compact. One solution is to restrict to positive s giving a Hopf algebra (without antipode) C*(R) @ W e C(R3,,). An alternative solution which we adopt is to let K = KAB = C*(R) @ W e C(R)lD,, defined by restriction to functions on R x R of compact support in D A B . This algebra-co-algebra KAB is the unique extension, to By tracing back through the steps 3.1-3.3 we shall attempt to identify these two free parameters A and B in terms of A, G, the gravitational coupling constant, and m, the mass parameter.
Physical implications of K,,
In 3 3 we have constructed the algebra-co-algebra KAB which is the unique Hopf algebra* extension-such as is possible-of the Hopf algebra of functions on flat phase space R x R. In this section we shall shift gear and examine the physical implications.
Limit of quantum mechanics with soft wall at the origin: A = AB, B large
In the limit B + 00 with A/ B = h fixed, the solutions (16) described in the last section become
This is in fact only an action for all U E R if s is positive and stays positive under the action. Thus, for example, provided we look in the Schrodinger representation of the algebra on wavefunctions I ) with support in R , , ,
we will indeed recover the Weyl algebra of flat-space quantum mechanics.
Let us examine the issue a little more closely by taking B only very large. We obtain from equation (13) that for a freely falling test particle Here m is the inertial mass of the particle being described. We see here what happens as q approaches the origin. Thus consider q,>O and p < O so that the particle is moving towards the origin. At q >> 1 / B the motion is at constant velocity, but after that it approaches more and more slowly, and in fact takes an infinite time to reach 0. One may therefore describe the limit B+co as a 'soft wall at the origin'. It is remarkably similar to the motion of a freely falling object falling radially into a black hole event horizon in the standard coordinates of the Schwarzschild solution.
Finally, how big should B be exactly? We have seen that the motion deviates from rectilinear motion at a scale of 1/B away from q = 0. This will be examined more closely below and we shall conclude with the assignment B = c 2 / m A G where c is the speed of light and mA the active gravitational mass that causes comparable gravitationlike forces to those observed. Hence algebra of conventional flat-space quantum mechanics at all points on the positive real axis away from the origin by at least the Compton wavelength. In this limit, then, the system is not detectably different from flat-space quantum mechanics in the region q > 0.
( a ) Geodesics. The naive derivation of the classical motion above can easily be carried out for a relativistic particle: for H above one takes the relativistic form H = mc2 
In either case it should be stressed that the derivation is not intended to be coordinate invariant. The analogy with radial infall into a black hole only has some significance because it pertains in the standard (r, t ) coordinates that recover Newtonian mechanics at large r. It is perhaps worth pursuing that surface similarity a little further for the purpose of confirming the assignment of B, namely B -c2/mAG where G is the gravitational coupling constant and mA is the active gravitational mass in the presence of which the test particle in this section is moving. Thus the relativistic formula corresponding to (17) for the motion of a relativistic infalling particle is while the correct formula from the Schwarzschild solution with radial coordinate
We see that, with a choice of B of the order stated, we really do recover radial motion towards an event horizon as q + Ot. Although the model does not describe radial infall into a black hole (for example, the proper time T = t / [ l +(p2/m2c2)]'/2 is not finite for infall), nevertheless this comparison with something familiar confirms that the scale of the gravitational effects is consistent with the choice B -c2/mAG.
To know what is the actual spacetime described by KAB one can ask if the motion described above can be understood as motion along geodesics with respect to some metric and with T as parametrisation by proper time. The answer is locally yes. The metric is dq2 (1 -e-Bq) 2 -dt2c2+ which is singular at q = 0. p / m parametrises the geodesics and may be identified as the velocity at q = CO. The appearance of the geodesics in these coordinates is qualitatively similar to those for a standard Schwarzschild solution [ 15, figure 23(i) ] (there are also some important differences). An important difference in the metric is that in the regions q < 0 or q > 0 the curvature vanishes, so that the gravitational forces are pure acceleration (in the same sense as the gravitational force due to a uniform gravitational field). However, there do not seem to be any coordinates that patch across the region q = 0 and i! generic perturbation E ( t, q ) > 0 in the denominator of g,, would introduce spacetime curvature that remains at q = 0 as E + 0. It is in this borderline sense of curvature only at q = 0 that our simple one-space-dimensional model exhibits gravity.
For the systematic relativistic treatment it is necessary to apply the formalism of 0 2 to G, = G2 = R x R (two-dimensional spacetime). One solution of (9) on this is just the direct product of two copies of the solution we have been discussing. The metric corresponding to the flow due to such an action (Y and choice -dt2 c2+dq2 at ( t , 9 ) = (00, 00) is
where Bo > 0, say, is another parameter with dimension of inverse length. The behaviour is much the same as our naive relativistic treatment except for a singularity at t = 0. For t >> l/cB,, it reduces precisely to the naive relativistic treatment.
Curved phase space limit: A small, B Jixed
In the last subsection we gave a precise physical interpretation of KAB with dynamics coming out of quantisation. In this subsection, for purposes of making general estimates, we shall argue that the curvature of phase space is also a measure of the typical gravitational effects in models of this general type. This and the next subsection are therefore philosophical in character.
In the limit of A = 0 and any B fixed, the solutions (16) become ps(u) =eSBu
and KoB is in fact an approximate Hopf algebra. After a Fourier transform on the left R we have Kos = C(6b >a R) with bs(rr) = eCBS(rr). Thus phase space, the Riemannian structure of which we are studying co-algebraically, becomes curved. From (15) we find
RxOlol-B2
in a coordinate basis in our standard coordinates. Generally speaking, the interpretation of curvature in phase space X is that it should correspond to external forces. This includes both conservative forces coming from a potential function, and forces of constraint. See [ 16, § § 7.1-7.91 for a geometric treatment of Newton's law, although not specifically of curvature in phase space. One example of such a situation is a particle constrained to lie in a subspace N of Euclidean space. The embedding induces by pullback of the Euclidean metric, a metric on N. This metric induces a natural metric on TN which then gives a metric on T*N via ( a22)-'*. Here t322? is the fibre derivative corresponding to the test particle Lagrangian [lo] . Thus a metric on phase space might naturally arise in the context of geometric quantisation. In our formulation, the geometry on phase space only plays an auxiliary role. A precise theory of the physics of curvature in phase space remains an open problem.
Whatever the precise details, the metrics on phase space X and on spacetime M = R x N both have directions TN in common. Hence if we expect to find models of great symmetry, one can expect that the various components of the curvature will be of comparable size,
Thus in contrast to our model which is a little too simple (one space dimension!), let us make some crude numerical estimates which correspond to what we would iike to have and might expect to have in more realistic models. Thus in place of X = R p x R we will suppose that we have the phase space corresponding to a particle moving on a spacetime M with a spacetime metric in which the curvature is extended fairly homogeneously over some region of size L. For example, we might be able to find an X corresponding to N = S3, the 3-space at some typical moment in time in the Friedman universe model of total mass m A . Then L is the size of the universe and R -1/L2.
Or it might be the region of size L around a gravitating particle of active gravitational mass mA That is, we assume that the background geometry being described is one in which the gravitational potential energy is comparable to the rest energy (line I1 in figure 2) . We thus expect, on fitting more realistic models to data, the assignment B -C 2 / mAG.
The physical interpretation that we are making here is that the co-algebra structure in this limit describes the geometry of the background spacetime-albeit indirectly via the geometry on phase space-as curved by a macroscopic particle of mass m A . Our algebra-co-algebra K only looks like the functions on a curved space as we have been discussing if A / B = A is small. How small? We need in equation (16) e-*"-1 Ace l l u .
(Recall from § 4.1 that uTp/mh -1 where m is the passive inertial mass of the test particle discussed in § 4.1, p is the typical momentum and T is the typical evolution time. For a relativistic quantum mechanical system-slope I in figure 2-one has Tcp -A.) Thus for the approximation of this section to be valid we need Thus if mmA >> m i , in which case one might say that the system is macroscopic, we see that the co-algebra structure looks like that of a curved space with corrections which can be interpreted as quantum corrections.
A / B = Ace m c / B mice mmA.
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Hopf algebra duality between observables and states in quantum mechanics combined with gravity
Without loss of generality (one may view it as a definition of G) we shall now consider m = mA. So if m << m p then the algebra structure of KAB describes the usual flat-space quantum mechanics of a test particle at q > 0, of mass m, and with corrections which can be interpreted as gravity-like forces. If m >> mp then the co-algebra structure of KAB crudely describes the geometry around an active gravitational mass m with quantum corrections. KAB thus well describes the V-shaped boundary in figure 2 . Moreover, it makes perfectly good sense and can be studied at all scales, not just at either limit. Since our toy model is so primitive we shall limit ourselves to only crude questions for which the answers might have a chance to be valid in more realistic models, namely, note that figure 2 has a left-right symmetry exchanging quantum mechanics and gravity. All the shaded region to the left is forbidden by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. All the region to the right is forbidden by general relativity. On the borders, then, the objects are necessarily elementary, being described by simple laws, and in both cases there are particle-like object2 It would be unwarranted, given the simplicity of our model, to speculate, as theorists occasionally have [ 171, that some symmetry of our physical theory could interchange black holes with elementary particles. What we can say is that the algebra-co-algebra K does indeed possess an approximate Z2 symmetry or duality. It can be described as follows. Let K * be the dual linear space of K K * = linear maps(K, C) and essentially define an algebra-co-algebra structure on K * as (@Wf) = ( @ @ W A f )
If K is non-commutative K * will be non-co-commutative, etc. One finds for the general class of models of § 2-apart from important analytic details [3, ch 31-that
(C*(G,)
The isomorphism here is given by the L2 inner product ( , ) for functions on iw x R, f H ( f ; ) E K * , and an interchange of the roles of the position and displacement groups.
Recall that in the abstract C* formulation of quantum mechanics [ 111, the set K * contains the states while K contains the observables. If @ E K* and f E K then the number @(f) is the 'expected value o f f in state a'. Equation (18) means that in principle there could exist a race of beings who regard this K * as containing the algebra of observables and a subset of K = K ** as the states. They would think off as an element of K** and write the same number @( f) as f ( @ ) , 'the expected value of @ in state f '. According to (18), they would literally be using the words 'quantum mechanics' and 'curvature in phase space' in just the opposite way to our usage: they would see our observables' Weyl-type algebra structure, i.e. quantum mechanics, as an algebra of their states, i.e. a co-algebra structure of their algebra of their observables, i.e. as curvature-and up to a redefinition of parameters and terms (such as interchanging position and displacement groups) would be describing just the same physics. Their values of Planck's constant and gravitational constant would have to be related to ours:
O g ) = @ ( f g ) V@, *E K * , f ; gE K .
C(G,))* = C*(G,) a W p C(G,). Hence in our example
K~B Z KEA. 
m G
Here it is assumed for the sake of discussion that m is a fixed parameter (it denotes both the active gravitational mass and the test particle inertial mass which we set equal for simplicity).
One may ask where does such a symmetry come from? From a mathematical point of view it arose because the co-algebras and the cross co-product construction of Q 2.3 that we used are dual to the algebras and the cross product construction of 8 2.2. The duality is obtained by expressing algebraic structures as diagrams and then reversing all the arrows as shown in Q 1.1. As a consequence we were able to maintain the Hopf algebra structure of the algebra of observables. This means that we were able to keep on the dual linear space K * an algebra structure similar to that on K . This is why curvature on phase space was introduced, to maintain the symmetry between observables and states on quantisation.
It would seem that maintaining such a symmetry between observables and states is highly restrictive and, in the simplest case, fixes the structure of the closed system completely. At any rate, such a self-duality consideration might serve to narrow down the search for more advanced complete, i.e. self-contained theories of physics. In general, the duality referred to is that between an algebraic system and its representations, cf [ l , 0 11 so we are asking for those algebraic systems with the property that the representations themselves form an algebraic system isomorphic to the original. The philosophical origins of such a principle are evidently quite deep.
In any event, what we have sketched in this paper is a proof that the only extension of the self-dual Hopf algebra of functions on flat phase space k x R that preserves a significant amount of the Hopf algebra structure, is a two-parameter one corresponding to quantum mechanics and curvature in the form described. In particular, the Weyl algebra of flat-space quantum mechanics admits no Hopf algebra structure whatsoever. Thus modified a, i.e. gravity-like' forces, are induced purely by the Hopf algebra or observable-state symmetry consideration. After this philosophical digression let it be noted that there is still a lot that can be done with this toy model. Also, the models based on general groups in place of R have to be solved explicitly, in the manner stated for SU(2) in Q 2. It remains to analyse these in detail. In any event, a lot of generalisation of the notion of Hopf algebras would probably be needed to arrive at more realistic models. Non-commutative geometry provides the machinery to do this along the lines of the present class of bicrossproduct models, and it may be expected that some of the general features of these models will survive.
